Voltage-gated sodium channels (Navs) play crucial roles in excitable cells. Although vertebrate Nav function has been extensively studied, the detailed structural basis for voltage-dependent gating mechanisms remain obscure. We have assessed the structural changes of the Nav voltage sensor domain using lanthanide-based resonance energy transfer (LRET) between the rat skeletal muscle voltage-gated sodium channel (Nav1.4) and fluorescently labeled Nav1.4-targeting toxins. We generated donor constructs with genetically encoded lanthanide-binding tags (LBTs) inserted at the extracellular end of the S4 segment of each domain (with a single LBT per construct). Three different Bodipy-labeled, Nav1.4-targeting toxins were synthesized as acceptors: β-scorpion toxin (Ts1)-Bodipy, KIIIA-Bodipy, and GIIIA-Bodipy analogs. Functional Nav-LBT channels expressed in Xenopus oocytes were voltage-clamped, and distinct LRET signals were obtained in the resting and slow inactivated states. Intramolecular distances computed from the LRET signals define a geometrical map of Nav1.4 with the bound toxins, and reveal voltage-dependent structural changes related to channel gating.
Voltage-gated sodium channels (Navs) play crucial roles in excitable cells. Although vertebrate Nav function has been extensively studied, the detailed structural basis for voltage-dependent gating mechanisms remain obscure. We have assessed the structural changes of the Nav voltage sensor domain using lanthanide-based resonance energy transfer (LRET) between the rat skeletal muscle voltage-gated sodium channel (Nav1.4) and fluorescently labeled Nav1.4-targeting toxins. We generated donor constructs with genetically encoded lanthanide-binding tags (LBTs) inserted at the extracellular end of the S4 segment of each domain (with a single LBT per construct). Three different Bodipy-labeled, Nav1.4-targeting toxins were synthesized as acceptors: β-scorpion toxin (Ts1)-Bodipy, KIIIA-Bodipy, and GIIIA-Bodipy analogs. Functional Nav-LBT channels expressed in Xenopus oocytes were voltage-clamped, and distinct LRET signals were obtained in the resting and slow inactivated states. Intramolecular distances computed from the LRET signals define a geometrical map of Nav1.4 with the bound toxins, and reveal voltage-dependent structural changes related to channel gating. oltage-gated sodium channels (Navs) play an essential role in the generation and propagation of action potentials in excitable cells (1). Eukaryotic Navs are composed of a poreforming α subunit and auxiliary β subunits. The α subunit is a large single-polypeptide chain organized in four different domains (DI-DIV), each of which has a voltage-sensing domain (VSD; S1-S4 segments) and a pore-forming domain (S5-S6 segments). Each domain has a different amino acid composition, pointing to some level of functional specialization. Site-directed fluorimetry shows that the VSDs in DI, DII, and DIII of the rat skeletal muscle voltage-gated sodium channel (Nav1.4) are activated by depolarization faster than in DIV (2). From this observation, it has been hypothesized that DI-III VSDs control the pore opening of the mammalian Nav, whereas the DIV VSD governs its fast inactivation (2-5).
Although mammalian Nav function has been studied comprehensively, the precise structural basis for the gating mechanisms has not been fully elucidated. The crystal structures of several prokaryotic Navs have been solved recently; however, in contrast to the mammalian Navs, they are homotetrameric, and thus structurally more closely related to the organization of voltage-gated potassium channels (Kvs) (6) (7) (8) (9) . The structure of a human L-type voltage-gated calcium channel type 1.1 (Cav1.1), which is a large single polypeptide composed of four different domains similar to mammalian Navs, has been resolved using cryoelectron microscopy (10, 11) . However, functional studies have shown that gating mechanisms of mammalian Cav channels are indeed different from gating mechanisms in mammalian Navs (12) . Furthermore, such structural studies only provide static snapshots of the channels in one of many possible conformational states. Therefore, techniques that provide dynamic structural information are needed to elucidate the mechanisms of voltagesensing operation in mammalian Navs. In earlier functional studies on skeletal muscle Navs, we used derivatives of μ-conotoxin GIIIA to obtain approximate estimates of distances within the pore vestibule (13) , and of a "mean" distance moved by gating charges during activation (14) , obtained from electrostatic calculations in both cases.
The studies described below provide specific distance measurements of Nav1.4 by lanthanide-based resonance energy transfer (LRET) as an intramolecular ruler, resulting in voltagedriven conformational changes in functioning toxin-channel complexes. LRET measures energy transfer between a luminescent lanthanide [LRET donor; here, a terbium ion (Tb 
Significance
Physical activities of our body and extremities are achieved by the propagation of electrical signals called action potentials from our brain, through nerves, to skeletal muscles. Voltagegated sodium channel (Navs) play essential roles in the generation and propagation of action potentials in such excitable cells. Although mammalian Nav function has been studied comprehensively, the precise structural basis for the gating mechanisms has not been fully clarified. In this study, we have used lanthanide-based resonance energy transfer to obtain dynamic structural information in mammalian Nav gating. Our data define a geometrical map of Navs with the bound toxins and reveal voltage-induced structural changes related to channel gating, which lead us further toward an understanding of the gating mechanism in mammalian Navs.
KIIIA-Bodipy and GIIIA-Bodipy (Fig. 1B) . The function and binding sites in mammalian Navs for these three toxins have been well characterized by electrophysiological experiments and computational modeling; therefore, they function as trustworthy references for dynamics of the donor movement (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . We generated a total of 12 different Nav1.4 clones as LRET donors, which retained functional activity. Each clone has one inserted LBT, which binds a Tb 3+ ion with high affinity in one of three different strategic locations on the extracellular side of the S4 segment on DI, DII, DIII, or DIV of Nav1.4 (Nav-LBTs). Multiple distances obtained from the Tb 3+ in Nav-LBTs to each toxin-dye constrain the intramolecular geometrical maps of Nav1.4 with bound toxins. In addition, we observed changes in the distance, from either DI or DIV LBTs to the bound KIIIA-Bodipy, between the resting and relaxed states (27) , usually associated with a slow inactivated state of the pore under voltage clamp conditions. (Relaxed and slow inactivated states will be used interchangeably). Our results provide direct evidence for voltage-dependent structural changes in mammalian sodium channels (Fig. 1C) .
Results
Generating Optimal Nav-LBT Clones as LRET Donors. To obtain stable Nav-LBT clones that produce a robust donor (D) signal, we optimized the insertion site of the LBT. First, we generated eight different clones with the LBT in domain I (DI-LBTs), from DI-LBT-R(0) to DI-LBT-R(−7), with the LBT located zero to seven residues from the first S4 gating charge "R1" of DI. The numbers in parentheses indicate the number of residues counting back from the first gating charge, R; thus, DI-LBT-R(0) has the LBT inserted immediately before the first charge and DI-LBT-R(−7) has seven residues between the LBT and the first charge (SI Appendix, Fig. S1A ). D-only signals were measured from each clone, and the signal decay time constants were evaluated. As shown in SI Appendix, . These results are consistent with the idea that the LBT motif must maintain its conformation to exclude water from the chelated terbium, which may be affected depending on where the motif is inserted. It is empirically assumed that introduction of sequential glycine residues increases polypeptide flexibility while conserving the appropriate conformation of the LBT to chelate the Tb 3+ ion. Therefore, in an attempt to improve the magnitude of the D signal, we created Nav1.4-LBT constructs containing additional glycine residues attached to the N terminus of the LBT in DI-LBT-R(−5). We found that a triple-glycine insertion optimized the D signal of the DI-LBT clones (SI Appendix, Fig.  S1C ). This engineered motif, here referred to as 3G-LBT, was implemented in each of the three positions of S4 in all other Nav1.4 domains (DII, DIII, and DIV) for a total of 12 functional donor clones ( Fig. 2A) . All constructs were functionally characterized under cut-open oocyte voltage clamp (COVC), and confirmed that most of them maintained the voltage-dependent properties of the Na + conductance, although some [e.g., DIV R (− 6), DIII R(− 7) in SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ] showed altered voltage-dependent activation and/or modified fast inactivation ( Fig. 2B and SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ).
Pharmacological Properties of Acceptor Toxins. Ts1 is a β-scorpion toxin isolated from the Brazilian scorpion, Tityus serrulatus (28) . Such scorpion toxins bind to Navs through the S1-S2 and the S3-S4 linkers of the VSD in DII and the S5-S6 pore linker in DIII (25, 26) . Their mechanism of action has been described as a "voltage sensor trapping effect," wherein the β-scorpion toxin traps the DII VSD in an activated state, facilitating Nav opening (23, 24) . Consequently, β-scorpion toxins shift the threshold of Nav activation in the direction of hyperpolarization.
We prepared Bodipy site-specifically labeled Ts1 toxin as previously reported (29) . Briefly, Ts1 bearing the mutation W50 L-propargylglycine (Pra) was chemically synthesized as Ts1-W50Pra, which enabled the bioconjugation with fluorescent dye using "click chemistry" (Fig. 1B) . The basic pharmacological and optical properties of Ts1-Bodipy were reported previously (29) .
Interestingly, whereas most toxins reported to date that bind to Nav1.4 do so reversibly, Ts1-W50Pra's binding was essentially Amino acid sequences of three synthetic toxins are shown: Ts1-Bodipy, KIIIABodipy, and GIIIA-Bodipy. In Ts1-Bodipy, the red X indicates an amino acid substitution from tryptophan to an unnatural amino acid, Pra, for the conjugation with Bodipy through click chemistry. Similarly, the red X's in the KIIIABodipy and GIIIA-Bodipy sequences indicate an amino acid substitution to the unnatural amino acid beta-azidoalanine from asparagine (N) in KIIIA, or the addition of beta-azidoalanine to the N-terminus of GIIIA for Bodipy conjugation. The blue A in GIIIA-Bodipy is an additional substitution from threonine (T) to alanine (A), and the O's are trans-4-hydroxyproline residues. (C) Schematic representation of LRET experiments under voltage clamp. Changes in membrane potential induce a conformational change in the VSDs of Nav-LBTs, which can be recorded as distance changes between Tb 3+ bound to LBT (the donor) and the toxin-dye acceptor. SE reflects the changes in energy transfer induced by the distance changes. DA indicates the donor signal in the presence of acceptor. Tx-Dye, toxin conjugated to fluorescent dye. irreversible in our hands; therefore, we tested whether this property is preserved for Nav-LBTs. Here, we defined the activation threshold as the voltage where the conductance is 5% of the full conductance. The activation threshold of wild-type Nav 1.4 channels is −30 mV (black symbols in Fig. 3A) . After pretreatment with 1 μM Ts1-W50Pra, the activation threshold shifted to approximately −45 mV, even after washing with toxinfree recording solution (green symbols in Fig. 3A ). This result indicates that the threshold of Nav1.4 activation was shifted in the hyperpolarizing direction by 15 mV, which is equivalent to the saturating effect caused by wild-type Ts1 (Fig. 3A) . Similar results were obtained for all three Nav-LBTs tested: DI-3GLBT-R(−5), DIII-3GLBT-R(−5), and DIV-3GLBT-R(−5), which indicates that the pharmacological properties of the Nav1.4-Ts1 interaction are preserved in the Nav-LBT constructs (Fig. 3 B-D) . We tested whether this property is maintained with the labeled Ts1. Although we tested only one cell because of the limited amount of Ts1-Bodipy available, the effect of Ts1-Bodipy remained stable even after washing with toxin-free solution. This property enabled us to conduct LRET measurements in toxin-free solution after pretreatment with Ts1-Bodipy, which has the advantage of decreasing nonspecific transfer in LRET signals.
The μ-conotoxins are peptide toxins isolated from the venom duct of fish-hunting marine cone snails (30) . The μ-conotoxin family is composed of several derivatives with diverse amino acid sequences, including μ-GIIIA and μ-KIIIA (31, 32), here referred to as GIIIA and KIIIA for convenience. GIIIA is a 22-aa polypeptide that binds with high affinity to Nav1.4, causing a complete block of Na + ion conductance. Conversely, KIIIA is a shorter peptide of only 16 aa that also blocks Na + ion conductance through Nav1.4. However, the blockage by KIIIA is incomplete, allowing guanidinium toxins like tetrodotoxin (TTX) access to a deeper pocket of site 1 of most Nav isoforms, as indicated by experiments where complete block is achieved when TTX and KIIIA are applied simultaneously (21, 22, 30, 32) .
We synthesized two μ-conotoxins analogs conjugated with Bodipy, KIIIA-Bodipy, and GIIIA-Bodipy, with a similar strategy to the one used for Ts1-Bodipy. Briefly, a β-azidoalanine residue was inserted in place of Asn3 in KIIIA or was added to the N terminus of the GIIIA-T5A mutant. After folding and disulfide formation, Bodipy-alkyne was conjugated via click chemistry to the azide-containing polypeptides to generate KIIIA-Bodipy and GIIIA-Bodipy (SI Appendix, Supplemental Experimental Procedures and Figs. S3 and S4). We verified the pharmacological properties of KIIIA-Bodipy and GIIIA-Bodipy by functional recording under COVC on wild-type Nav1.4. We found IC 50 values of 108.9 ± 50.4 nM for KIIIA-Bodipy and of 336.4 ± 75.4 nM for GIIIA-Bodipy (Fig. 3E ). Although these apparent affinities are somewhat lower than the unlabeled μ-conotoxins, these derivatives remain well-suited for LRET experiments.
Geometrical Parameters of Toxin Bodipy-Bound Nav1.4-LBT. Intact, unclamped oocytes were used to perform LRET measurements between the Nav-LBT constructs and each Bodipy-labeled toxin.
In parallel experiments using identical solutions, resting potentials were measured and found to be in the range −20 to −15 mV. Therefore, a significant population of the Navs described in this type of experiments is assumed to be mostly in the slow inactivated state. In LRET, the donor/acceptor distance, R, is obtained from the Förster relation:
where R 0 is the distance for 50% energy transfer efficiency, and τ DA and τ D are the lifetimes of Tb 3+ luminescence decay in the presence and absence of an acceptor, respectively (20) . The τ SE is the sensitized emission (SE) lifetime or fluorescence decay from the acceptor dye (here, Bodipy). The R 0 values for each toxin-dye/LBT Tb 3+ pair were: 41.8 Å for Ts1-Bodipy; 41.4 Å for KIIIA-Bodipy, and, 41.2 Å for GIIIA-Bodipy (Fig. 4) .
LRET signals from Ts1-Bodipy were obtained as follows. First, we measured all oocytes expressing Nav-LBTs and selected cells showing robust D signals (τ D > 2.25 ms). The selected oocytes were pretreated with 1 μM Ts1-Bodipy for 15 min. After rinsing the oocytes twice, using fresh standard oocyte saline (SOS) and then fresh recording solution, SE signals in toxin-free LRET recording solution were measured. Representative LRET decays, including the D (black trace) and SE (green traces) signals, are shown in Fig. 5A (Right). Based on the time constant of the SE signal decay, the distance between DI-3GLBT-R(−5) and Ts1-Bodipy was calculated as 44.2 ± 0.3 Å. Similarly, the distance between DIII-3GLBT-R(−5) and Ts1-Bodipy was 53.9 ± 1.2 Å. The SE signal of DIV-3GLBT-R(−5) was too small to determine reliable time constants (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 ). Instead, the distance between DIV-3GLBT-R(−5) and Ts1-Bodipy was calculated using the time constant of D in the presence of acceptor decay (DA) signal, resulting in 63.7 ± 1.8 Å. LRET assays using DII-LBT clones and Ts1, on the other hand, were not conducted because preliminary experiments using DII-3GLBT-R(−5) showed no Ts1 effect, suggesting that LBT insertion in DII prevents Ts1 binding. Even though the distance between DIV-3GLBT-R(−5) and Ts1-Bodipy falls within a region where LRET is relatively less sensitive, all three distances serve to provide the general position of the toxin, given that the distances measured were sufficiently different between them. However, because two of the three distances measured with Ts1-Bodipy do , and Ts1 (green) in Nav. The depicted Nav structure is modified from the NavAb structure (Protein Data Bank ID code 4ekw). Segment 4 in each domain is highlighted in blue for DI, green for DII, orange for DIII, and purple for DIV. The numbers in orange indicate averaged values of distances from KIIIA-Bodipy to R(−5), R(−6), and R(−7). Similarly, the numbers in blue indicate averages values of distances from GIIIA-Bodipy to R(−5), R(−6), and R(−7). The numbers in green indicate the measured distance from Ts1-Bodipy to R(−5). Given that the oocytes in these experiments were not voltageclamped, with resting potentials in the range of −20 to −15 mV, the mapping is expected to represent the slow inactivated state (main text). not fall within a region of high sensitivity in LRET (i.e., within ∼5 Å from the R 0 value in both directions; R 0 ∼ 42 Å; Fig. 4C) , and because the LRET signals are also smaller, Ts1-Bodipy was less suitable than the other toxin-dyes to serve as an acceptor for measurements of small movements during gating transitions among different conformations under voltage clamp (discussed in the following section).
To obtain SE signals from KIIIA-Bodipy, we first recorded D signals in the same way as described above for Ts1-Bodipy. Then, we measured SE signals in the presence of 0.85 μM KIIIABodipy in the LRET recording solution to avoid toxin dissociation (concentration of approximately eightfold IC 50 , ∼90% of channels bound). Similarly, we obtained SE signals from GIIIABodipy in the presence of 0.85 μM GIIIA-Bodipy (concentration of approximately threefold IC 50 , ∼75% of channels bound). Representative LRET signals are shown in Fig. 5A . The SE transfer signals from KIIIA-Bodipy to DII-3GLBT or DIII-3GLBT clones showed faster decay than the SE transfer signals from GIIIA-Bodipy to the same donor constructs (Fig. 5A and SI Appendix, Fig. S5 ). This result indicates that, comparatively, KIIIA-Bodipy "sits" closer to DII-VSDs and DIII-VSDs than GIIIA-Bodipy. The time constant values measured and the computed distances from all donor/acceptor pairs measured are shown in Tables 1-3 . Collectively, these results establish the geometrical locations of toxin-dyes bound to Nav1.4 as shown in Fig. 5B .
Gating-Dependent Conformational Changes in Nav Channel Detected by LRET Between Functional Nav-LBTs and KIIIA-Bodipy. DI-LBTs and DIV-LBTs as donors and KIIIA-Bodipy as acceptor were chosen for the detection of voltage-dependent changes in LRET signals in functional gating channels. The choice of donor/ acceptor pairs for these experiments was guided by the following: (i) computed distances between KIIIA-Bodipy and DI-LBTs or DIV-LBTs for unclamped oocytes were close to the R 0 (41-42 Å) that is the most sensitive range for detection of changes in distance with high precision using LRET, and (ii) SE signals from KIIIA-Bodipy were larger than SE signals from other toxindyes, which results in better signal resolution.
Two functional gating states of the mammalian Nav1.4 were assessed by LRET measurement in voltage-clamped oocytes. The slow inactivated (or relaxed) state and the resting state were induced by changes in the membrane potential under voltage clamp (27, (33) (34) (35) (Fig. 6 ). To ensure that the recorded changes in LRET signals were induced by the membrane potential manipulation and not due to changes in cell morphology by oocyte decay, only oocytes with matching slow inactivated signals at the beginning and end of the run were included in our analysis. A protocol to assess the Nav1.4 resting state was flanked by the two slow inactivation protocols (as shown in Fig. 6D, Right) . Briefly, the oocyte was held at +20 mV for over 5 min to induce Nav slow inactivation before LRET signal recordings (orange traces in Fig.  6A) . The channels were then relieved of inactivation by holding the membrane potential at −80 to −90 mV for 4 min, and thus driving channels to the resting state. The voltage was held at −90 mV for another minute before recording the LRET signal in the resting state (red traces in Fig. 6A) . Finally, the LRET signal corresponding to the slow inactivated state was recorded once again (green traces in Fig. 6A ). As shown in Fig. 6A , the SE signals were different depending on the functional state in which the channels were driven by the voltage protocol. However, the D signal from some of the clones also showed voltage-dependent changes, as shown in Fig. 6B , which might be related to direct quenching of the Tb 3+ ions (LBT-bound) by voltage-dependent conformational changes. We collected D signal data in the presence of unlabeled KIIIA (KIIIA-N3X) independently and computed all distances using time constants for both D and SE signal decays at each voltage, with error propagation as described previously (18) . The voltage-dependent donor/acceptor distance changes in DI-LBTs and DIV-LBTs are summarized in Fig. 6E and in Table 4 .
Discussion
We have obtained two major pieces of structural information from functionally active mammalian Nav1.4 in live cells using LRET. First, LRET-based distance estimates, using variants of three different fluorescently labeled peptide toxins as acceptors, are consistent with various other experimental studies and structure-based predictions of the sites of action of these toxins. (10) 2.48 ± 0.02 1.14 ± 0.03 40.3 ± 0.3 D2-3GLBT-R(−5) (5) 2.48 ± 0.05 0.19 ± 0.01 27.3 ± 0.3 D2-3GLBT-R(−6) (6) 2.37 ± 0.04 0.21 ± 0.003 28.2 ± 0.03 D2-3GLBT-R(−7) (8) 2.39 ± 0.02 0.27 ± 0.02 29.2 ± 0.5 D3-3GLBT-R(−5) (9) 2.46 ± 0.03 0.37 ± 0.01 30.9 ± 0.1 D3-3GLBT-R(−6) (8) 2.48 ± 0.03 0.34 ± 0.02 30.4 ± 0.3 D3-3GLBT-R(−7) (6) 2.46 ± 0.03 0.35 ± 0.01 30.7 ± 0.2 D4-3GLBT-R(−5) (7) 2.39 ± 0.02 1.27 ± 0.03 42.2 ± 0.4 D4-3GLBT-R(−6) (7) 2.47 ± 0.03 1.11 ± 0.03 40.0 ± 0.2 D4-3GLBT-R(−7) (7) 2.41 ± 0.02 1.16 ± 0.05 41.0 ± 0.7
The number of determinations (n), for each channel construct, is shown in the first column; τ D indicates the value of the time constant of donor decay in the absence of acceptor; and τ SE is the decay time constant of the sensitized emission. Table 2 . LRET time constants and estimated distances from intact, unclamped oocytes with GIIIA-Bodipy
Distance, Å D1-3GLBT-R(−5) (6) 2.42 ± 0.03 1.08 ± 0.07 39.7 ± 0.7 D1-3GLBT-R(−6) (7) 2.48 ± 0.02 1.2 ± 0.06 40.8 ± 0.6 D1-3GLBT-R(−7) (6) 2.44 ± 0.05 0.97 ± 0.03 38.5 ± 0.3 D2-3GLBT-R(−5) (6) 2.53 ± 0.01 1.25 ± 0.02 41.0 ± 0.2 D2-3GLBT-R(−6) (4) 2.42 ± 0.06 0.93 ± 0.04 38.0 ± 0.4 D2-3GLBT-R(−7) (6) 2.40 ± 0.03 1.02 ± 0.03 39.2 ± 0.4 D3-3GLBT-R(−5) (6) 2.44 ± 0.02 1.45 ± 0.03 43.9 ± 0.2 D3-3GLBT-R(−6) (8) 2.48 ± 0.03 1.49 ± 0.03 44.2 ± 0.4 D3-3GLBT-R(−7) (8) 2.41 ± 0.02 1.44 ± 0.03 44.1 ± 0.5 D4-3GLBT-R(−5) (7) 2.37 ± 0.02 1.01 ± 0.02 39.2 ± 0.2 D4-3GLBT-R(−6) (7) 2.49 ± 0.02 0.98 ± 0.02 38.4 ± 0.2 D4-3GLBT-R(−7) (9) 2.43 ± 0.02 1.01 ± 0.02 38.9 ± 0.2
The number of determinations (n), for each channel construct, is shown in the first column; τ D indicates the value of the time constant of donor decay in the absence of acceptor; and τ SE is the decay time constant of the sensitized emission. The number of determinations (n), for each channel construct, is shown in the first column; τ D is the time constant of the donor only signal; and τ DA , in parenthesis, is the time constant of donor decay in the presence of acceptor instead of the time constant obtained from the sensitized emission, τ SE .
This structural information regarding sites of action of these toxins has been obtained directly from functioning Nav proteins. Such data have not previously been experimentally accessible. Second, LRET measurements, under voltage clamp, enabled us to directly assess the structural differences between two functional Nav states, resting and slow inactivated. These results will provide important constraints on the functional interpretation of new structural data as they emerge.
Binding sites for Nav-specific toxins, as well as their binding characteristics, have been described functionally by electrophysiological assays, and theoretically by computational molecular modeling based on currently available crystal structures (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . Current knowledge for the physical locations of the toxins, however, remains somewhat imprecise. Our results provide details about the locations of toxin-binding sites. For instance, mutations in the voltage sensor of DII, which alter the function of toxin Ts1, imply that this region may be part of the toxin-binding site (25, 26) . However, some of the effects of the mutations may be due to long-range allosteric modulations of a distant toxinbinding site. To date, homology modeling has been based on crystal structures of homotetrameric prokaryotic Navs or eukaryotic Kvs because no high-resolution structures of a mammalian Nav have been available. Nonetheless, although the detailed architecture of mammalian Navs may differ somewhat from the current homology models, the currently proposed binding sites and orientations for well-characterized peptide toxins generally show good agreement among different studies.
From mutagenesis-based structure/function studies, the Navbinding site for the Ts1 toxin has been proposed to be formed mainly by the DII VSD as mentioned above, with a minor contribution from the DIII pore linker (25, 26) . The μ-conotoxins are thought to bind to the outer vestibule of the channel and to occlude the Na + ion-conducting pathway physically (30) . For the smallest of these μ-conotoxins, KIIIA, blockade of single-channel conductance is less than complete, and simultaneous occupancy by the classic all-or-none Nav blocker, TTX, is possible. Homology models for Navs indicate that the larger, archetypal GIIIA functionally occludes the ion-conducting pore, whereas KIIIA's center of mass is slightly shifted toward the VSDs of DII and DIII (21, 22) . The positions of the Bodipy acceptor in our toxin-containing dyes are effectively constrained by site-specific conjugation to Ts1-W50X, to the N terminus of KIIIA-N3X, or to GIIIA-T5A-1X (Fig. 1B) . Thus, relative to the size of the functional Nav, their positions are defined well. Our experimental LRET data, from the use of multiple toxin-dye/LBT pairs, indicate locations of the bound toxins on Nav1.4 that are in good agreement with those locations in recently proposed toxin docking models (21, 22) . Positions of the bound Bodipy-labeled toxins are shown schematically in Fig. 5 . In the absence of a highresolution structure of any mammalian Nav, this study lays a foundation for future studies to elucidate the mechanisms of toxin action in greater detail. When high-resolution structures are available, our data will allow direct comparison of geometric parameters measured in selected functional states with geometric parameters from purely structural studies.
A major goal of this project was to provide distance measurements from functional Navs in different gating states that are determined by voltage. Under voltage clamp, LRET showed significant voltage-dependent changes in the distance between KIIIA-Bodipy and the LBT/Tb 3+ in either DI or DIV of Nav1.4. This study reports direct measurements of voltage-dependent distance changes between VSDs and the pore domain (PD), as determined from functional eukaryotic Navs in live cells. Relative to most gating transitions, which occur on the millisecond time scale, the prolonged binding of KIIIA-Bodipy (approximately seconds) provides a stable reference to measure VSD movement. It is important to reiterate that our method measures distances along a line connecting the donor and acceptor. Thus, the computed distance changes will become smaller if the physical movement occurs perpendicular to the line connecting the donor and acceptor, and will approach zero as the motion becomes symmetrical around the vector connecting the LBT donor and Bodipy acceptor (SI Appendix, Fig. S6 ). For that reason, the measured distance changes can be considered a lower limit on the distance over which the terbium, chelated to the LBT, and Bodipy, attached to the toxin, approach one another in transitions between resting and relaxed states.
To interpret the LRET results quantitatively in three dimensions, high-resolution structural data from a eukaryotic Nav will indeed be required. At this stage, we can make a semiquantitative assessment of the conformational changes using the following assumptions: (i) The region of S4 preceding the first charge toward the N terminus is helical in structure, as in other voltage-gated ion channels (36) , and (ii) the positions of LBTs follow the same helical structure. In SI Appendix, Fig. S1 , the detection of D signals showed slight periodicity, which may reflect the helical structure of this region: for DI-LBT-R(−1), the periodicity was more strongly apparent than for DI-LBT-R(0), DI-LBT-R(−2), and DI-LBT-R(−3). Constructs DI-LBT-R(−4) again showed stronger periodicity. Considering all data from three different LBT clones for each domain [R(−5), R(−6) and R(−7)], a simple model containing a rotational and translational movement of the S4 segments is consistent with the LRET results, as represented schematically in Fig. 7 . Importantly, our results, most clearly apparent in Fig. 6E , suggest a functional asymmetry of the VSDs in Nav1.4, with respect to KIIIA-Bodipy as follows: (i) For DI, the position of R(−5) in the resting state lies further from KIIIA-Bodipy than the distances of R(−6) and R(−7), whereas there are no significant differences between distances of DI R(−5), DI R(−6), and DI R(−7) with respect to KIIIA-Bodipy in the slow inactivated state, and (ii) for DIV, on the other hand, there is essentially no difference in the distances between KIIIA-Bodipy and R(−5), R(−6), or R(−7) in the resting state, whereas the R(−7) position seems to be closest to KIIIA-Bodipy in the slow inactivated state. This reciprocal change observed between DI and DIV may underlie the different functional roles of DI and DIV VSDs previously proposed based on site-directed fluorimetry (2, 3, 37).
Another possible implication of our LRET results to be considered is that LBT insertion and/or toxin binding, per se, could modify Nav gating. Most of the 12 Nav-LBTs tested showed gating similar to wild-type Nav1.4, but some showed modified properties, including modest shifts of the voltage dependence of ionic conductance and changes in fast inactivation kinetics, as shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S2 .
We conducted LRET analysis, under voltage clamp, in both resting and relaxed states (the latter reflects a slow inactivated state), but we did not obtain clear evidence that Nav-LBTs have exactly the same slow inactivated state as wild-type channels. Possible changes in the relaxed state in Nav-LBTs might generate some underestimation of the distances measured in our LRET analysis. On the other hand, we cannot exclude the possibility that toxin-Bodipy modifies the rate of entry to a slow inactivated state. There is evidence showing that toxins can modify Nav gating currents (34) . Therefore, our LRET data might be partly determined by the presence of bound toxin-Bodipy. If so, this effect must be relatively small, and our results should mainly represent the intrinsic Nav gating process.
Other approaches to the estimation of conformational movements, which are subject to different constraints, might offer additional insights. For example, one possibility is to estimate the distance that VSD charges would have to move to account for voltage sensitivity of activation or measured gating currents. Energetic calculations, based on activation shifts resulting from discrete perturbations in the local electric field sensed by the VSDs when a GIIIA derivative binds to and dissociates from the pore, are consistent with a net movement of the center of the gating charge of a few angstroms (14) but require assumptions of the shape of the potential profile across the VSD and the resting position of the center of the gating charge. The present results are consistent with those previous estimates, but further experiments will be needed to construct a complete picture of mammalian Nav VSD charge movement and gating dynamics.
Technically diverse approaches to the measurement of spatial rearrangements in the coupled VSD-PD system will, in general, fall most conveniently on different coordinate systems. For LRET measurements, the estimated distances lie directly along a vector connecting the donor and acceptor, but, a priori, we know neither the spatial locations of the probes in a given functional state nor the direction of movement during the transition between two states. Our calculated changes are ∼2 Å, but amplitudes of movements between different well-defined reference points could be either larger or smaller, and would depend on the direction of movement of the molecular probes used in a particular assay (compare SI Appendix, Fig. S6 ). Nevertheless, our explicit distance measurements, and their voltage dependence, will provide clear and critical constraints on interpretation (38) of future structural and functional results, and thus will help to lead us closer to a comprehensive understanding of the intricate coupling involved in voltage-dependent gating in eukaryotic Navs.
Conclusions
The voltage sensor segments of Nav1.4 DI and DIV occupy distinguishably different locations in resting and slow inactivated eukaryotic Navs. Voltage clamp-LRET constitutes an invaluable technique to assess structural dynamics of functional ion channels in live cells. The approach presented here provides an important step toward understanding the voltage-driven structural dynamics of mammalian Nav gating; the results will be especially pertinent as structures of a mammalian Nav are solved in additional specific conformations.
Experimental Procedures
Molecular Biology. The α and β1 subunits of Nav1.4 were cloned into pBSTA vectors. For protein expression, cRNAs for Nav1.4 α and β1 subunits were transcribed in vitro using the T7 mMESSAGE cRNA kit (Ambion) and injected at a 1:1 molar ratio into Xenopus laevis oocytes. For electrophysiological experiments, freshly isolated oocytes were injected with 1 ng of cRNA and kept in SOS solution [96 mM NaCl, 2 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl 2 , 1.8 mM CaCl 2 , 10 mM Hepes, 200 mg/L sodium pyruvate (pH 7.4)] for 1-2 d at 18°C. For LRET experiments, the oocytes were injected with 75 ng of cRNA and incubated in SOS for 5-6 d at 12°C, after which they were incubated for 1-2 d at 18°C.
Chemical Synthesis of Dye-Conjugated Peptide Toxins. Ts1-Bodipy. Ts1-Bodipy was prepared as previously described (29) . Bodipy was attached at position 50, after replacing Trp50 with Pra yielding the labeled Ts1 W50Pra-Bodipy. KIIIA, KIIIA-Bodipy, and GIIIA-Bodipy. Site-specific incorporation of Bodipy was achieved by click-conjugation of an azide-containing polypeptide precursor with Bodipy-alkyne (Lumiprobe). The X building block was incorporated in position 3 of KIIIA or added to the N terminus of GIIIA-T5A. In preliminary tests, the IC 50 of GIIIA-T5A (9.8 nM) was found to be similar to the IC 50 reported for the wild-type GIIIA (6.3 nM) (SI Appendix, Supplemental Experimental Procedures). NMR spectroscopy was used to confirm the correct fold of the synthetic analogs. NMR experiments on all analogs were performed on a Bruker Avance 600 spectrometer equipped with a cryoprobe. The obtained Hα-chemical shifts provide a sensitive probe of peptide secondary and tertiary structure and were compared with literature values reported previously for wild-type KIIIA and GIIIA (39, 40) (SI Appendix, Figs. S3 and S4 ). More details of the synthesis are provided in SI Appendix, Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Preparation of Dye-Labeled Toxins. All Bodipy-conjugated toxins were diluted in external recording solution for electrophysiology (Experimental Procedures, Electrophysiology) or in the LRET recording medium (Experimental Procedures, LRET Recording). Unlabeled toxin concentrations were obtained by spectrophotometry (Nanodrop; Thermo Scientific). Concentration of toxins conjugated with Bodipy were calculated based on the extinction coefficient values and the peak values of their absorption spectra obtained with a Cary 60 UVVis spectrophotometer (Agilent Technologies) (also Experimental Procedures, Extinction Coefficient Measurements in the Recording Solution).
Electrophysiology. Ionic currents were recorded using a COVC setup (41) . The external solution contained 57.5 mM N-methylglucamine (NMG)-methylsulfonate (MS), 57.5 mM Na-MS, 10 mM Hepes, and 2 mM Ca-MS (pH 7.4). The internal solution contained 103.5 mM NMG-MS, 11.5 mM Na-MS, 10 mM Hepes, and 2 mM EGTA (pH 7.4). Ts1 derivatives were dissolved in external solution containing 0.5-1% BSA. Oocytes were pretreated with 1 μM Ts1 derivatives for 15 min in a glass dish followed by two washes in SOS solution and two washes in the recording solution before the measurement. To avoid Ts1 derivative loss by retention to plastic ware, we used glass dishes during the whole process. After thorough washing of oocytes with toxin-free solution, they were mounted on the COVC setup, and Nav1.4 ionic currents in toxin-free recording solution were measured. For pharmacological assays of KIIIA-Bodipy or GIIIA-Bodipy, the toxins were dissolved in external solution without BSA. Control recordings were performed in the absence of toxins before the solution in upper and guard chambers of the COVC setup was replaced with toxin-bearing solution at the appropriate concentrations. The recordings were done after 15-20 min of incubation in the presence of the toxins. For KIIIA-Bodipy or GIIIA-Bodipy experiments, we determined the incubation time by following the appearance of SE signal in LRET. It was estimated that 15-20 min of incubation time was sufficient to achieve saturation.
The ionic currents were recorded with a PC44 board and digitized on the 16-bit A/D converter. Ionic currents were sampled at 10 μs per point. The data acquisition program was developed in-house. Linear leak and membrane capacitive currents were subtracted using a P/6 protocol from a subtracting holding potential of −100 mV. All data, except for pharmacological assay for KIIIA-Bodipy and GIIIA-Bodipy, were obtained at 12-14°C. Pharmacological assays for KIIIA-Bodipy and GIIIA-Bodipy were performed at 20°C.
Conductance was calculated as G(v) = I peak (v)/(V − E rev ), where the reversal potential, E rev , was measured experimentally for each oocyte. Statistical significance was determined using an unpaired t test. Errors indicate SEMs.
LRET Recording. LRET is a FRET technique that takes advantage of the properties of lanthanides, particularly Tb 3+ , which has a long lifetime; dark regions between emission peaks in its spectrum; and, most importantly, isotropic emission (20) . Briefly, the donor is Tb 3+ -bound to a genetically encoded LBT motif with the sequence YIDTNNDGWYEGDELLA, which binds Tb 3+ with high affinity (K d = 57 nM) (42) . For these experiments, we used a modified LBT that has an additional tryptophan (underlined), YWDTNNDGWYEGDELLA, to improve the Tb 3+ D signal of Nav-LBT constructs (Fig. 1A) . The optical setup for LRET measurements has been described previously (17) (18) (19) . The LRET recording solution contained 92 mM NMG-MS, 23 mM Na-MS, 10 mM Hepes, 2 mM Ca-MS, and 5 μM TbCl 3 (pH 7.4). During the experimental process, each oocyte was placed in a separate well. The emission spectrum of Tb 3+ ions bound to the LBT-purified peptide was measured in the laboratory. The absorption spectra of Ts1-Bodipy, KIIIABodipy, and GIIIA-Bodipy were obtained by spectrophotometry (Agilent Cary 60; Agilent Technologies). The R 0 values for the pair of Tb 3+ ions bound to LBT (donor) and toxin-dye (acceptor) were obtained from the extinction coefficient of the acceptor and the spectral overlap between donor emission and acceptor absorbance (Fig. 4A) . Because the extinction coefficient value is affected by the solvent in the solution, we obtained the corrected values using the Beer-Lambert law (Fig. 4B) . Extinction Coefficient Measurements in the Recording Solution. A serial dilution of free dye, BODIPY FL-γ-azido-Abu, was prepared at linearly spaced concentrations in both MeOH and recording solutions. Absorption spectra were obtained from all samples, and the peak values were plotted as a function of the dye relative concentration. Using the correction equation (Beer-Lambert law), we calculated the e Rec sol and used this value for the R 0 calculation (Fig. 4B) . Despite minor differences near the site of modification (residue 3), the overall fold of all analogues is highly similar and in agreement with literature data reported previously.
